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Limited dependent variables
 Up to now we have assumed Y can take any value (e.g. continous).

Often this is not the case
 Y may be binary (e.g. employed vs unemployed), vote to leave EU
 Y may be ordered (e.g. primary, secondary tertiary education)

- ordinal data
 Y may be categorical (e.g. type of job – no clear order)
- nominal data

 For each of these, standard OLS is not well suited. We need to use a

different model for each case.

Binary Logistic Regression –
Binary dependent variable
 Like linear (OLS) regression, binomial logistic regression models the relationship

between multiple independent variables and a dependent variable.
 For binary logistic regressions, though, the dependent variable is dichotomous
 Usually coded 0 and 1

For example: voting, morbidity or mortality, and participation data is not
continuous or distributed normally
 This is a also common dependent variable in examining environmental issues because

scholars are often interested in Yes/No questions like:
 Would you be willing to pay for a particular environmental good?
 Have you used a particular environmental resource (e.g. beach, park) for leisure purposes?
 Do you support a particular environmental policy
 Did you participate in a particular environmental program

The Linear Probability model
If we estimate the slope using OLS regression and the dependent variable is
binary:
Attendance at class = α + *time of lecture + e


The result is called a “Linear Probability Model”
 The predicted values are probabilities that Y equals 1;
 In the example above, our X variable represents how much the
probability of Y changes in response to changes in X

Limitations of LPM
 Generally OLS is not well-suited for binary dependent variables
 The predicted probabilities can be greater than 1 and less than zero
 There are other statistical reasons that are not as important for this

course but include
- the error terms are heteroskedastic
- errors terms are not normally distributed
 In short if your dependent variable is binary then it is generally best to

rely on logistic regression – logit instead of regress in Stata
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 If X is High enough we will predict a probability > 1
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Fitted values

 If X is Low enough we will predict a probability < 0
 Both violate the requirement that 0 ≤ p ≤ 1
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Binary logistic regression or logit
 Constrains predicted probability to be between (0, 1)
 Selects these regression coefficients through a technique

called Maximum Likelihood as opposed to OLS
- find the parameter that maximizes the likelihood of observing
the sample data if the models’ assumptions are accurate.
 The techniques work by fitting an equation to the observed values and then

repeatedly changing the equation a little to find a better fit until the new
equation hardly improves on the previous model.

Assumptions
Absence of multicollinearity – same potential problems
and solutions as discussed previously with OLS
No outliers




Ratio of cases to variables – using discrete variables
requires that there are enough responses in every given
category (e.g.






If there are too many cells with no responses parameter estimates
and standard errors will likely blow up
Also can make groups perfectly separable (e.g. multicollinear)
which will make maximum likelihood estimation impossible.

Logit in STATA: command line
 Or, at the command line, simply type:

logit depvar var1 var2
 Replace depvar with the name/identifier of your dependent variable,

var1, var2 with the name/indicator of your independent variables.
 Instead of regress we now use logit

Interpreting Logistic Regression (Logit) Coefficients
 The slope coefficient from a logistic regression

() = the rate of change in the "log odds" of the event under study as X changes one unit
 What in the world does that mean?
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regression coefficients (e.g. OLS).
 You can assess whether the independent variable increases (or decreases) the
probability of the event occurring, by looking at the sign of the coefficient
(negative or positive).
 You can see if the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable is
statistically significant by looking at p values.
Note: I will show you how to convert the ‘log odds’ into something more meaningful for
readers during our computer practical's
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Listcoef in STATA will compute odds ratios that can be directly interpreted but I will
discuss these in practical

STATA logit output

The maximum likelihood
process.

Dependent variable

Independent variable and
coefficient.

Significance of coefficient.

STATA Likelihood Ratio
Likelihood Ratio Chi-square test of model significance.
Look at lower line to make sure the significance is less
than 0.05, like this model.

Alternative measure of goodness of
fit
 An alternative to the R2 calculations estimating how well the

model explains variation in the dependent variable would be to
look at how well your model predicts the actual observations.
 Most statistical programs present the classification table, a cross-

tabulation of the predicted results from the actual observations.
 Use this classification table to gauge how well your model predicts

the actual results.

Classification Table
Observed

Predicted: No

Predicted: Yes

No
Yes

 In the classification table, the rows display the actual

observations.
 The columns display the predicted values, making a 2 x 2 table.
 Remember: No = 0,Yes = 1.

Failures
Observed
No
Yes

Predicted: No

√√√

Predicted: Yes

X

√√√

 Observations in the other squares indicate failures to explain

those observation.
 Example: in the square marked with an ‘X’, the model predicts

‘yes’, but the observation is ‘no’.
 In a model explaining turnout, the model predicts that a person
voted, but this person did not.

Classification Table
(STATA)
After running logit (or probit), the
command
estat classification
will provide a classification table.
Notice that the classification table
includes the predicted values in the
rows, and the observed “true” values in
the columns.
The rest of the table calculates the
percentages, including the total
correctly classified
(24+10=34/51=66.67%).

Extensions to the simple binary
logistic model
 1. Multinomial Logit (mlogit): Nominal data
 2. Ordered Logit (ologit): Ordinal data

Both of these are logistic regression models so the
interpretation is the same as binary logistic regression

Multinomial logit – Nominal dependent
variable
 An outcome is nominal when the categories are assumed to be unordered.

- For example marital status can be grouped into the categories of divorced, never married,
married or widowed.
- colour, e.g choice of blue, red or green

 Transport choice might be grouped into categories such as car, bus, train, cycle or

walk.
 The multinomial logit model (MNLM) is the most frequently used nominal

regression model. In this model you are essentially estimating a separate binary logit
for each pair of outcome categories.
 mlogit command in Stata
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Ordered Logit
 Although the categories for an ordinal variable can be ordered, the distances between the

categories are unknown.
 For example in survey research, questions often provide the response categories of strongly

agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree, but you can not assume that the distance between
strongly agree and agree is the same as between disagree and strongly disagree.
 As there is an order to the categories it is appealing to use OLS. However the linear regression

models assumes that the distance between the categories are equal. In other words the
difference between strongly agree and agree is the same as the difference between agree and
disagree which may not be true.
 As such it is better to use an Ordinal regression model which does not make this assumption.

- often there is no appreciable difference between using OLS and ologit when data is
ordinal, but interpretation may be easier with OLS
 ologit command in STATA
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 Logistic regression is a standard statistical procedure so

you don't (necessarily) need to write out the formula for
it.

An example
"The dependent variable measures whether individuals
voted to leave the EU in the UK referendum on EU
membership. The variable vote = 1 if individuals voted to
leave the EU and 0 otherwise. The logistic regression
model is used to estimate the factors which are related
with the probability of voting leave
Q: What factors do you think would be related with the
probability of voting ‘leave’

Organise results in a clear table
 In the heading state that your dependent variable (dependent

variable = Vote) and that these are "logistic regression results.”
 Present coefficient estimates, t-statistics (and p values), and (at

least the) model chi-square statistic for overall model fit
 If you are comparing several model specifications you could also

present the classification table to evaluate model performance
 Ensure you have a clear rationale/hypothesis for

including your explanatory variables

The 10 (shortened to eight) commandments of
applied econometrics – Kennedy (2002)
1. Thou shalt use common sense and economic theory.
2. Thou shalt ask the right questions.
3. Thou shalt know the context. Corollary: Thou shalt not perform ignorant statistical
analyses.
4. Thou shalt inspect the data. Corollary: Thou shalt place data cleanliness ahead of
econometric godliness.
5. Thou shalt not worship complexity. Corollary: Thou shalt not talk Greek without knowing
the English translation.
6. Thou shalt look long and hard at thy results. Corollary: Thou shalt apply the laugh test.
7. Thou shalt beware the costs of data mining. Corollary: Thou shalt not worship R2.
Corollary: Thou shalt not hunt statistical significance with a shotgun. Corollary: Thou shalt not
worship the 0.05% significance level
8. Thou shalt not confuse significance with substance. Corollary: Thou shalt not ignore power.

